2005 volvo s40 t5

The all-new S40 sedan was the first new model from Volvo following its introduction of the
popular XC Launched back in , this current-generation S40 is the latest addition to Volvo 's S
model line, which includes the larger S60 and S The design of the S40 is unmistakable Volvo;
it's evolved to match the changing times. Many consider Volvo's S40 a shrunken version of its
big brother S80, which isn't such a bad thing--and is one among many good reasons to have an
S40 for a year in our long-term fleet. The interior is a complete departure from the norm. Modern
minimalistic sums it up best with its ultra-slim "waterfall" center console and limited use of
knob and button controls that keep the interior a pleasure to occupy and view. But the
light-colored carpet got such editor notes as: "It's not real-world friendly, gets dirty in a second,
and is tough to clean. As the miles piled up, so did logbook comments. Most enjoyed the simple
interior styling, while some were put off by it. While others wanted, well, more from a sedan in
this price range. Interior styling aside, everyone found the interior comfort top-notch. Volvo
continues its tradition of ultra-safe vehicles with its use of high-tensile steel, four different
kinds, in fact, which is used to provide maximum safety for the vehicle's occupants. Rigid
cross-members form a three-way attachment between the leading edge of the A-pillar and the
base of the B-pillar to aid in side-impact protection. Similar cross-members also are found in the
rear doors. The S40 is available with two different engine and transmission configurations as
well as two different drive systems. The 2. The T5 comes only with the automatic, but gets the
turbocharged I-5 putting out horsepower, also hooked to a front-drive system. The T5 AWD gets
you the same turbo engine, but this one is mated to a six-speed manual standard, with the
five-speed auto optional. Engine, transmission, and drive system all work well together. Volvo's
turbocharged engine does have the standard lag, but once spooled, it really wants to go.
Numerous staffers commented on the S40's highway manners, noting how well the S40 got up
to speed on onramps and how easy it was to jump past vehicles on the open road. Although
stoplight driving wasn't as pleasant: You end up giving too much gas to get going, then the
turbo spools, and you end up with too much pedal making for a slight bobble-head ride. We had
a few small issues with our S The first was a seat rail that rattled and squeaked. Once the dealer
replaced it, we had no more issues. At the next service visit, the dealer replaced the pads, front
and rear, with a newer design that eliminated the noise. The radio reception also gave us
problems; the dealer downloaded software upgrades, but we still noted poor reception in areas
where other vehicles had no troubles. Two final issues were a passenger airbag light and an
inoperative seat heater. The dealer found that the ignition switch was shorting, causing the
airbag light to go on and that an open circuit in the seat's wire harness was the culprit of the
nonfunctional seat heater. Volvo has reinvented itself with its new line of vehicles. Still
providing all the safety its known for, but now adding modern styling and performance. Close
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S40 T5 2. It is recommended for S40 T5 2. Bigger, sportier and more powerful than its
predecessor, the new S40 is fun to drive, while adding a much needed dose of style to Volvo's
small-car line. Volvo's S40 has long been an odd duck in the Volvo fleet. The current car lacks
the style of its bigger, more powerful siblings and its price-to-size ratio is less than thrilling for
U. Oh yeah, and we Americans do want more, but we want to pay less for it. When will this gravy
train end? Let's face it, the outgoing S40 has never been a real fashionista and it did little to
improve Volvo's image as a stuffy builder of cars that were safe but unexciting. Still, we found
that the car's 1. Although the S40 had already been on sale for a few years in Europe when U.
Although the redesigned sedan's improvements are many, the most obvious upgrades are to
the interior and exterior styling. From the rear three-quarter view, it almost has a bit of a BMW 3
Series look to it. Shorter in overall length, but wider and riding on a longer wheelbase, the S40

now has a slightly more aggressive stance and looks the part of a performance-oriented luxury
sedan. The interior has been significantly dressed up as well. Open the door and the super-slim
center stack instantly grabs your attention. Visually, it ties the dash and center console
together, but the open space behind it combined with the arching shape all point to a very
Scandinavian design theme that continues throughout the cabin with its very clean, uncluttered
spaces and sharp lines. And speaking of the seats, there are four different fabric choices
available. The T-tec material is especially nice as it helps keep you planted in the seat during
more spirited driving while also allowing for better "breathing" than leather. For a relatively
small car, the rear seat is quite spacious. Legroom is adequate, and the seats themselves feel a
little softer than those in the front. The other notable improvements are the two engine and
three transmission choices depending on which trim you opt for , something the old S40 did not
offer. The standard 2. A five-speed manual and a five-speed automatic are the available
transmissions with the base engine. The upgraded T5 model offers a turbocharged five-cylinder
engine that grows to 2. Of the two, the T5 is definitely the car serious drivers will want to spend
time with. It would be unfair to call the 2. Anyone who drives both will surely opt for the T5.
Available with the same Geartronic five-speed automatic transmission as the 2. The T5 feels
downright quick no matter which transmission is chosen, but the six-speed manual gives the
car a more aggressive, urgent character when running through the gears. The handling is
sporty and tight for the most part but the tires seemed overwhelmed when we really pushed the
car during our initial drive. That said, the overall feeling of the S40 is of a sporty, capable sedan
that rewards spirited driving with a good deal of fun. It's apparent that Volvo made the S40
sportier and that complaints of excessive body roll in the previous car were remedied. On
smoother asphalt, the S40 is quiet and comfortable. I'm perfectly willing to admit that this
complaint could be the result of a personal bias toward soft-riding highway cruisers, but the
fact remains there are cars like the Acura TSX that offer both sharp handling and excellent
highway manners. Of course no discussion of a Volvo would be complete without at least a
brief mention of safety. All-new S40s will be built at a new Volvo facility in Ghent, Belgium, and
have gone through extensive testing at the Volvo Safety Center, a facility Volvo calls the most
advanced in the world. One of the more interesting safety features of the S40 is the fact that the
car uses four different grades of steel in crucial areas in order to absorb the impact in case of a
frontal collision. Normal high-strength steel is used near the front of the car with the metal
increasing in strength closer to the passenger compartment. In case of a low-speed impact,
there are collapsible "crash boxes" in the front area to insure that replacement costs are kept
down. The steering wheel and pedals are collapsible and the steering wheel is designed to stay
in position as it collapses in order to keep the airbag aimed correctly. In addition, the front
seatbelts have force limiters, while both front and rear seatbelts have pretensioners to keep
occupants in place. Side-impact protection comes from larger curtain airbags that are designed
to stay inflated longer in case of a rollover accident. The bottom line is that the new S40
officially labeled a The base price excluding destination charge for the non-turbo 2. That means
the all-new S40 is roomier inside, offers more power and standard features but sells for slightly
less than the car it replaces. If you lamented the old S40's lack of style or felt it just didn't seem
like a real Volvo, that will not be an issue with the new car. The interior and exterior are
sharp-looking, enough so that some entry-luxury buyers may consider this car on the basis of
style alone. We expect that the new S40 will appeal most to those customers who want a sporty
European sedan but have never before considered a Volvo. Available styles include T5 Fwd 4dr
Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Volvo S Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo S40 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Firm suspension can be
choppy on the highway, average performance from the non-turbo engine. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. A redesigned S40 was introduced
halfway through the model year as a It continues into unchanged. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Fun car. Buggy with age. I have my '05 T5 FWD since day one - just a hair over 9

years now and is an auto transmission, but somehow not an option here. I still love getting in to
it twice a day for a 30 mile commute. The fuel economy is tough to beat, averaging 32MPG.
However, it is fussy and likes to be babied to avoid issues. If you feel the car lose power or
otherwise ride rough, look into changing this sensor! Read less. Safety- big win here- got
swiped by a Lexus LX trying to get into my lane- nothing but a tiny scratch. Rear ended by a
Honda- the front bumper of the Honda was torn off but I only had a small scratch. Ride is a bit
harsh. Reliability- flawless since I got it Ignition switch, engine motor mount, engine speed
sensor all failed at once. Parasitic draw from trunk wiring 2 months prior to that. Running costsexpensive more on that below. I just turned 16 and my parents bought me this car for my first
car. I have had it almost a year now, and it has almost , miles on it and it is just as great as the
day I drove it off the lot. It handle's great on country roads, and even better on interstate's which
is where I usually drive. It gets a combined average 25 MPG. I use 93 octane premium fuel and it
seems to get better gas milage. I haven't had any problems out of this car! It has been a great
car, and look forward to driving it for another 10 years. Just had an oil chage, new brakes, tires,
and detailed, and it is good as new! I have never had any trouble out of this car! It's an amazing
car! It's got all the features I wanted, gets good gas mileage and is a great looking car. See all
reviews of the Used Volvo S Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the S
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. By Mortekai , October 1, in Performance
Modifications. Im new to performance mods and im looking to enhance my first cars volvo s40
t5 performance. The T5 in a modern S40 is different than the T5 refernced in the previous link.
They are LPT. I dont know where abouts you are located: that information does help preventing
some of us giving quite useless advice as to where you should turn for good local service. It
has a relatively high compression ratio and is really a basic 'low pressure' turbo engine. Its
principle weaknesses in terms of increasing its outputs are its wide and closely spaced bores
that will burst with increases in internal temperatures and pressures and its very small standard
intercooler. With the very best mapping you will get arround bhp with just a software upgrade,
bhp with a bigger than standard intercooler and complete sports exhaust system and
approaching bhp with the further addition of a reworked standard turbo. A lot of experience has
been gained by owners of Ford's Focus ST's here in the UK, some 'tuners' claim far in excess of
these figures that I quote but their outputs are highly questionable and figures for AFR's, unsafe
boost levels, EGTs etc. Which I would interpret as an inability to map properly together with
their lack of the requisite file information. I bought an ST two years ago and have now
proceeded, with help from MTE and some very usefull file information, to get through our 3
chosen stages of tune. All three of these software maps and the virtually identical hardware are
also available for these Volvo T5's. I and all other MTE dealers are able to flash these revised
maps into the Volvo's either by softloader or directly. The gearbox is the very same M66 box
that you find in the two Ford models and many other current Volvo models. I have edited my

post as I originally mistakenly referred to these cars having a small turbo I should have said
intercooler, which although slightly different on the Volvos as against those on the Fords are
small. The KKK turbos are adequate. Very nice info there Don, I posted sum stuff about the
difference between the two in the xr5 forums here. The stock boost is about 9psi off memory
and the guys running Dreamscience tunes Around the world have em at about 17psi max on the
basic tune and very huge curves especially in the lower rev range. Here is one of them from a
RR session of ST's last year, luckily it is a crap image not showing the owner's name For
comparison is an interim plot showing the copybook work of the famed Mr. Alsterfalk on my
own car. Cheers Don, same here mate, always good to hear from a UK guy, really nice graph on
your ST and max torque at 0. BTW:if i owned as DS unit i would scrap their tunes and take it to a
tuner and get it tuned on road or dyno, since it would be much nicer and get the most out of the
system, that's something that is alot harder and more expensive for us volvo guys to do unless
you can do your own tuning or have heaps to spend, but for the average person, you can pick
up a ds for a couple of hundred pounds and then probably about pounds for a tune and your
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has taken the time to compile a complete kit to install and maximize the potential of the K16
turbo on your Volvo T5 engine. The stock K04 turbo makes excellent power, but is limited by its
relatively small compressor. The K16 turbo the same turbo used on the famed Ford Focus RS in
Europe is capable of delivering stunning numbers, without the need to build an expensive
engine. We start with a brand new K16 turbo-straight from Borg-Warner, not a rebuilt unit to
ensure long life and optimal performance. We include a matched set of fuel injectors to meet the
fueling needs of the larger turbo. The most critical factor is our Performance Software to make it
all run. Our software development partner has spent considerable time creating an optimized
file for this application. A perfect balance of maximum power without over stressing the engine
or driveline is achieved. We create a file tailored to your fuel octane and bolt-on components to
yield the most power possible. Air intake and exhaust is important on any p
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erformance vehicle. Naturally, the K16 turbo has an increased demand for air and benefits from
free-flowing components on both the intake and exhaust side. The K16 can bolt to the factory
downpipe, but the 3" Elevate Downpipe and Exhaust are recommended. In regard to engine and
drivetrain longevity, consider that the factory Ford Focus RS uses this turbo on the borrowed
by Ford Volvo T5 engine with similar gearboxes. Naturally, aggressive driving and abuse will
affect longevity of a stock or tuned engine and drivetrain. The kit includes a factory wastegate
actuator and factory rubber diaphragm bypass valve. We can install the optional Elevate
Wastegate Actuator and Bypass Valves before shipping upon customer request. Add to Cart.
Elevate Cars, Inc. Duarte, California, USA info elevatecars. Elevate is an independent company
without any affiliation to Volvo Car Corporation. The Volvo Performance Experts. Customer
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